ANTILLES SCHOOL
&
VAN CLIEF ENTERPRISES
PRESENT

THE RON VAN CLIEF CUP
MARTIAL ARTS CLASSIC

SATURDAY OCT 11, 2008

MCM CENTER ANTILLES SCHOOL ST. THOMAS US VIRGIN ISLANDS
SATURDAY 9 AM TO 3PM ELIMINATIONS
5PM TO 7PM FINALS AWARDS & PRESENTATIONS

THIS IS THE FORMAL INVITATION TO THE 1ST RON VAN
CLIEF CUP MARTIAL ARTS CLASSIC

MARTIAL ARTS DEMONSTRATIONS
KARATE - KUNG FU - JUITSU - AIKIDO - GRAPPLING -
CAPOEIRA NINJITSU - TAI CHI - JUDO

THANK YOU ALL COMPETITORS, TEACHERS, SENSEI'S, MASTERS AND GRANDMASTER FOR YOUR SUPPORT WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT THE EVENT WOULD STILL BE A DREAM!

“Martial Arts for Human Development”

Yours in true martial arts
RON VAN CLIEF “THE BLACK DRAGON”
5 Time World Champion 15 time All America

For information contact

Sensei Simina Van Clief
347 683-6362

Ron Van Clief
347 417-3610
E-mail: ronvanclief@yahoo.com
www.ronvanclief.com

Jackie Nelthropp
340 774-2599/340 514-1620
E-mail: Nelthropp@antillesschool.com
THE 1st RON VAN CLIEF CUP 2008
OCT 11TH 2008 ANTILLES SCHOOL MCM CENTER
ST THOMAS US VIRGIN ISLANDS

PROGRAM

SATURDAY

8AM-9:15AM REGISTRATION
9:30AM JUDGES MEETING
10:00AM OPENING CEREMONY
10:15AM PEE WEE/JUNIOR KATA AND KUMITE
10:30AM ADULT UNDERBELT KATA AND KUMITE
11:00AM BREAKING SELF DEFENSE WEAPONS
12:00 NOON DEMO MASTER JOSHUA ESPINAL
12:10PM DEMO MASTER ROY FAULKNER
12:20PM DEMO SOKE ARTHUR DENNERY
12:30PM DEMO SOKE LOUIS JACKSON
12:40PM BROWN BELT KATA AND KUMITE
1:00PM BLACK BELT KATA
1:30PM BLACK BELT LT WT/BLACK BELT HT WT KUMITE
1:30PM WOMEN’S BLACK BELT KUMITE
2:00PM DEMO MASTER RAY SAMUELS/MASTER CALVIN DALLAS
3:00PM  LUNCH/CONCESSION BREAK

3:00PM - 4:45PM  FINALS SETUP (CHAIRS, CENTER RING WITH MATS)*

5:00PM  FINALS OPENING CEREMONY

DEMO 1  SIFU KAN KAN SEKOU  TAI CHI FORM

DEMO 2  GRANDMASTER TAYARI CASEL  AFRICAN GUNG FU FORM

DEMO 3  GRANDMASTER LITTLE JOHN DAVIS  THE SUPER WEAPON

DEMO 4  GRANDMASTER RONALD DUNCAN  FATHER OF NINJITSU

DEMO 5  GRANDMASTER RON VAN CLIEF  THE BLACK DRAGON

5:30PM  PEE WEE 1ST PLACE SPARRING MATCH  JR 1ST PLACE SPARRING MATCH

5:40PM  ADULT UNDERBELT 1ST PLACE SPARRING MATCH

5:50PM  BROWN BELT 1ST PLACE SPARRING MATCH

6:00PM  1ST PLACE SELF DEFENSE  1ST PLACE WEAPONS

6:10PM  BLACK BELT KATA 1ST PLACE DEMONSTRATES WINNING FORM

6:20PM  1ST AND 2ND PLACE WOMEN BLACK BELT SPARRING MATCH

6:30PM  1ST PLACE BLACK BELT HT WT VS 1ST PLACE LT WT BLACK BELT (WINNER FIGHTS FOR GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP)

6:40PM  RON VAN CLIEF CUP 2008 GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH

7:00PM  MASTERS IN ACTION AWARDS AND TROPHY PRESENTATION
Welcome to the 1st RON VAN CLIEF CUP INTERNATIONAL MARTIAL ARTS CLASSIC. There will be demonstrations of martial arts by some of the masters and teachers in the Virgin Islands. Grandmaster Ronald Duncan, “the father of Ninjitsu”, Grandmaster Tayari Casel, creator African Kungfu, Grandmaster Arthur Dennery “Aikijitsu pioneer”, Grandmaster Little John Davis “Kumite-ryu World Champion Jiujitsu and Grandmaster Don Jacobs “Purple Dragon Arts”

Kumite Rules

Time Limit is 2 mins running time Winner is the fighter with the most accumulated points. Stepping out of the ring twice is a deduction of one point. There will be a Chief Judge in the center and two judges in each kumite ring. Safety Equipment is mandatory!

The Chief Judge has the ability to over rule both side judges. Two judges must acknowledge scoring point. * CHIEF JUDGE RULING IS FINAL!
TECHNIQUES

HAND TECHNIQUES: REVERSE PUNCH, RIDGEHAND, BACKFIST, HOOK PUNCH, UPPERCUT PUNCH, KNIFEHAND, HAMMERFIST AND SUNFIST/JAB.
LEG TECHNIQUES: FRONT KICK, SIDE KICK, BACK KICK, CRESCENT KICK/REVERSE SPINNING CRESCENT KICK, ROUND KICK, HOOK KICK AND AXE KICKS

TARGET:
1. CONTROLLED HAND OR FOOT TECHNIQUE TO FACE IN ALL DIVISIONS*IF THE FIGHTER IS BRUISED IN THE AREA OF CONTACT OR BLEEDING THE OPPONENT IS AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED* THIS INCLUDES HITTING THE FACE IN AN UNCONTROLLED MANNER. THE CHIEF JUDGES MAKE THE ARBITRATION* CHIEF JUDGE RULING IS FINAL!

2. SWEEPS WILL BE ALLOWED BELOW THE KNEE (STRIKING THE KNEE IS AUTOMATIC DISQUALIFICATION). THE SWEEP IS COMBINED WITH A HAND OR FOOT TECHNIQUE BEFORE THE OPPONENT HITS THE GROUND IS AUTOMATIC POINT. IF THE STRIKE OCCURS AFTER THE PERSON HITS THE GROUND THE STRIKE IS MINUS ONE FULL POINT.

3. NO STRIKES OR KICKS BELOW THE BELT. (SWEEPING TECHNIQUES ALLOWED IN BROWN AND BLACK BELT DIVISIONS ONLY)

4. NO STRIKES TO THE EYES

5. NO GRAPPLING/WRESTLING MANEUVERS

6. NO ELBOW STRIKES ALLOWED

7. GRABBING WITH STRIKE/KICKING IS ALLOWED*

8. NO STRIKES OR KICKS ALLOWED TO THE BACK OF THE BODY, BACK OF THE HEAD, OR NECK

ALL TECHNIQUES TO FACE MUST BE CONTROLLED* CONTROL IS EVERYTHING! YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HURT YOUR OPPONENT TO WIN! USE YOUR BRAIN AND ALL NECESSARY PSYCHOPHYSICAL MECHANISMS NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THE MISSION!

EACH KUMITE RING WILL HAVE ALL MEMBERS LINED UP ACCORDING TO HEIGHT. THIS IS THE EXACT ORDER IN WHICH THEY WILL FIGHT* THE CHIEF JUDGE WILL MAKE A LIST OF THE FIGHTERS AT LINEUP. OPPONENTS WILL BE READY IN FULL GEAR BEFORE ENTERING THE RING (HAND, FEET, AND GROIN SAFETIES).
EACH OPPONENT MUST REPORT TO THEIR RESPECTIVE RING 10 MINS BEFORE THEY FIGHT. PROFANITY OR DISRESPECT SHOWN TO THE JUDGES AND OPPONENTS WILL NOT BE TOLERATED***

SOKE THOMAS FELDER TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR

SOKE ARTHUR DENNERY AND SENSEI SIMINA VAN CLIEF AND COORDINATOR JACKIE NELSTROPP WILL HEAD THE MEDIATION BOARD. (COMPLAINTS)

AREAS OF COMPETITION: 4 DIVISIONS

1 SPARRING/KUMITE
2 FORM/KATA
3 WEAPONS (LEGAL WEAPONS ONLY) BROWN AND BLACK BELT ONLY
4 SELF DEFENSE BROWN/BLACK BELT ONLY

KATA/FORM : EACH COMPETITOR EXECUTES ONE FORM.... THREE JUDGES WILL VOTE AND DETERMINE THE WINNER BY MAXIMUM SCORE. TIE BREAKER WILL HAVE TO EXECUTE A DIFFERENT KATA

SCORES WILL BE PRESENTED IN THE RANGE OF 1-10 FOR WEAPONS FORM AND SELF DEFENSE (7 IPPONS) SCORE 1-10 ON TECHNIQUE AND PERFORMANCE*

ENTRY FEES:

$20 FOR THE FIRST EVENT ENTERED. ADDITIONAL EVENTS $10 EACH
FINALS ADMISSION: $10 GENERAL ADMISSION $5 CHILDREN (UNDER 12)

TROPHIES AND MEDALS TO BE AWARDED TO COMPETITORS

MASTER IN ACTIONS AWARDS PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION OF THE RON VAN CLIEF CUP
(THE SPARRING CHAMPION OF THE MALE AND FEMALE BLACK BELT DIVISIONS)

THE RON VAN CLIEF CUP GRANDCHAMPIONSIP MATCH IS COED* IT WILL BE JUDGED BY THREE GRANDMASTERS* THIS WILL BE A ONE TIME EVENT NEVER SEEN IN THE HISTORY OF MARTIAL ARTS*

THE 1ST RON VAN CLIEF CUP MARTIAL ARTS CLASSIC
OCT. 11, 2008 ANTILLES SCHOOL
MCM CENTER ST. THOMAS, USVI
9AM TO 4PM ELIMINATIONS
5PM TO 7PM FINALS AND MASTERS IN ACTION AWARDS

TOURNAMENT TIMETABLE

DATE OCT 11, 2008                        PLACE: ANTILLES SCHOOL MCM CENTER

9:00am   REGISTRATION                 10:15 JUDGES MEETING

10:30…… OPENING CEREMONY
11:00…… CHILDRENS FORMS
12:00…… CHILDRENS SPARRING
12:15…… BREAKING (ALL AGES)
1:00....... ADULTS ADVANCED FORMS
2:00....... ADULTS ADVANCED SPARRING
3:00....... BLACK BELT FIGHTING

5:00pm - 7:00pm   FINALS

MASTERS IN ACTION AWARDS
SCORING DEMONSTRATION
DEMO 1
1ST PLACE FORM CHILDRENS
DEMO 2
1ST PLACE CHILDRENS SPARRING
DEMO 3
1ST PLACE ADULTS FORM
DEMO 4
1ST PLACE ADULTS SPARRING
DEMO 5
1ST PLACE BLACK BELT WOMEN
1ST PLACE BLACK BELT MEN
DEMO 6

PRESENTATION OF TROPHIES AND AWARDS

GRANDMASTERS IN ACTION SEMINAR OCT. 12, 2008

SUNDAY 10 AM TO NOON
MCM CENTER ANTILLES SCHOOL

TRAIN WITH LEGENDS GRANDMASTER/PIONEER

PARTICIPATION FEE $25 USD   -   SPECTATOR ADMISSION $10
(PAIRED DIRECTLY TO GRANDMASTER UPON ENTRY)*

GRANDMASTER RONALD DUNCAN THE FATHER OF NINJITSU
GRANDMASTER LITTLE JOHN DAVIS THE SUPER WEAPON
GRANDMASTER ARTHUR DENNERY AIKIJITSU PIONEER
GRANDMASTER DON JACOBS THE PURPLE DRAGON
GRANDMASTER LOUIS A JACKSON KARATE-JITSU PROFESSOR
GRANDMASTER TAYARI CASEL AFRICAN GUNGFU FOUNDER
GRANDMASTER RON VAN CLIEF THE BLACK DRAGON

ALL SEMINARS ARE TO START AND END ON TIME. AFTER THE
SEMINAR STARTS AND EVERY HAS PAID, SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS WILL
BE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN MORE THAN ONE
MASTER/GRANDMASTER SEMINAR. THE SEMINARS WILL BE TWO
HOURS IN TOTAL. EVERYONE STARTS AND ENDS TOGETHER. THE
GRANDMASTER/MASTERS WILL HAVE DVD/BOOKS AND OTHER
MARTIAL ARTS EDUCATION MATERIALS FOR SALE** THIS WILL
CERTAINLY BE A ONE TIME EVENT* LET US ALL WORK TOGETHER
AND MAKE THIS AN EVENT THAT WILL BRING GOOD MEMORIES IN
THE FUTURE. LOOKING FORWARD TO NEXT YEAR 2009*

YOURS IN THE REAL SPIRIT OF MARTIAL ARTS,

RON VAN CLIEF “THE BLACK DRAGON”
5 TIME WORLD CHAMPION AND 15 TIME ALL AMERICAN
MASTER IN ACTION INDUCTEES

1 GRANDMASTER RONALD DUNCAN
2 GRANDMASTER TAYARI CASEL
3 GRANDMASTER JOHN DAVIS
4 GRANDMASTER DON JACOBS
5 SOKE ARTHUR DENNERY
6 SOKE CHAKA ZULU
7 SOKE LOUIS A JACKSON
8 SOKE THOMAS FELDER
9 MASTER ARNOLD LACRUISE
10 MASTER RORY CALHOUN
11 MASTER RAYMOND FRANCIS
12 MASTER RAY SAMUELS
13 MASTER EDDIE BOBO
14 MASTER JOSEPH LEONARD
15 MASTER ROY FAULKNER
16 MASTER TERRENCE “POSITIVE” NELSON
17 LT GOV GREGORY FRANCIS
18 JUDGE LEON KENDALL
19 SENSEI SIMINA VAN CLIEF
20 SENSEI COURTNEY FAISON
21 SIFU CALVIN E DALLAS
22 SIFU KAN KAN SEKOU
23 DR. CHENZIRA
24 SENSEI FERMIN RODRIGUEZ
25 SHIHAN RAYMOND CORREA
26 Grandmaster Alda Anduze

ABOVE Awardees for Contributions to the Martial Arts and Dedication to the Arts...***
RING ASSIGNMENTS

RON VAN CLIEF CUP 2008 MCM CENTER ANTILLES SCHOOL
ST THOMAS US VIRGIN ISLANDS

9AM REGISTRATION 10 AM STARTING TIME*

RING 1  CHIEF JUDGE      KYOSHI ARNOLD LACRUISE
       SIDE JUDGE      MASTER FERMIN RODRIGUEZ
       SIDE JUDGE      MASTER TERRENCE NELSON
SCOREKEEPER
TIMEKEEPER

WHITE BELT  KIDS  FORM
WHITE BELT FORM  ADULTS
WHITE BELT SPARRING

RING 2  CHIEF JUDGE      MASTER RORY CALHOUN
       SIDE JUDGE      SENSEI JULIAN FRETT
       SIDE JUDGE      SENSEI COURTNEY FAISON
SCOREKEEPER
TIMEKEEPER
SPARRING
MAXIMUM ACCUMULATED POINTS IN 2 MINUTE ROUND

GREEN/BLUE/YELLOW ORANGE PURPLE BELT FORM (UNDERBELT FORM DIVISION) KIDS
GREEN/BLUE/YELLOW/ORANGE PURPLE BELT ADULT (UNDERBELT DIVISION) FORM
UNDERBELT SPARRING BY RANK AND HEIGHT

RING 3  CHIEF JUDGE      MASTER DANNY WITHERSPOON
       SIDE JUDGE      MASTER RAY SAMUELS
       SIDE JUDGE      MASTER EDDIE BOBO
SCOREKEEPER
TIMEKEEPER

BROWN BELT ADULT  FORM
BROWN BELT  SPARRING
RING 4
CHIEF JUDGE   SHIDOSHI PIERRE RENE
SIDE JUDGE   MASTER JOSEPH LEONARD
SIDE JUDGE   KYOSHI ROY FAULKNER
SCOREKEEPER  
TIMEKEEPER
OPEN BREAKING AND SELF DEFENSE DIVISIONS
SCORING MATRIX 1-10PTS.

RING 5
CHIEF JUDGE   SOKE THOMAS FELDER
SIDE JUDGE   SENSEI COURTNEY FAISON
SIDE JUDGE   KYOSHI TOM DALY
SCOREKEEPER  
TIMEKEEPER
OPEN BLACK BELT KATA DIVISION
LT WEIGHT BLACK BELT DIVISION
HEAVYWEIGHT BLACK BELT DIVISION
WOMEN'S BLACK BELT KATA/BLACK BELT SPARRING

RING 6
CHIEF JUDGE   SOKE LOUIS JACKSON
SIDE JUDGE   MASTER JEFFREY CRAIG
SIDE JUDGE   SIFU KAN KAN SEKOU
SCOREKEEPER  
TIMEKEEPER
WEAPONS DIVISION/BREAKING DIVISION (ALL LEVELS OPEN DIVISION)
SCORING MATRIX 1-10 PTS.

RON VAN CLIEF CUP
GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH

WOMEN BLACK BELT CHAMPION
VS.
MALE BLACK BELT CHAMPION

ONE THREE MINUTE ROUND MAXIMUM ACCUMULATED PTS

GRANDMASTER  RONALD DUNCAN   CENTER JUDGE
GRANDMASTER TAYARI CASEL   SIDE JUDGE
GRANDMASTER ARTHUR DENNERY   SIDE JUDGE
GRANDMASTER DON JACOBS   SIDE JUDGE
GRANDMASTER LITTLE JOHN DAVIS   SIDE JUDGE